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In order to solve the problem of vehicle scheduling to feed parts at automobile assembly line, this study proposes a just-in-time
delivery method combined with the mode of material supermarket. A mixed integer linear programming model with the primary
objective of using the least number of tow trains is constructed by considering capacity of vehicle and inventory levels of line. On
the basis of theminimumnumber of tow trains, the schedule of each tour is reasonably planned tominimize inventory of assembly
line, which is the secondary objective of the part supply problem. Additionally, a heuristic algorithm which can obtain a
satisfactory solution in a short time is designed to solve large-scale problems after considering continuity and complexity of
modern automobile production. Furthermore, some cases are analyzed and compared with the widely used periodic delivery
strategy, and the feasibility of just-in-timemodel and algorithm is verified.+e results reveal that just-in-time delivery strategy has
more advantages in reducing inventory level than periodic delivery strategy.

1. Introduction

With the increasing demand for multiple varieties and cus-
tomization, products incorporating customer’s individual
demands have gradually become mainstream products in the
market, making competition in manufacturing industry more
and more intensified. Manufacturing industry is the mainstay
of national economy. +e introduction of Germany’s “In-
dustry 4.0” and “Made in China 2025” triggered a newwave of
manufacturing revolution. Under the influence of intelligent
manufacturing, enterprises desire for new development and
occupy a dominant position in increasingly fierce competi-
tion. +ey need to continuously meet the individual needs of
customers, enrich product variety, reduce manufacturing
cost, and improve labor efficiency and products quality with a
shorter production time. It is important to enhance the core
competitiveness through production management
optimization.

In recent years, the automobile industry, which is mainly
engaged in assembly production, has changed its
manufacturing mode from few varieties and large quantities
to many varieties and small quantities. More and more

manufacturers prefer to use mixed model assembly lines
instead of rigid production lines for a single product,
allowing different models to be assembled on a same pro-
duction line. Mixed model assembly line has the ability to
manufacture multivariety mixed products with similar
structure and function, which can improve production ef-
ficiency. For example, at the automobile plant of German car
producer BMW, more than 13,000 containers delivered by
about 600 suppliers on more than 400 trucks need to be
processed each day [1]. Production logistics has become one
of the major challenges in automobile production. As a
result, a reliable and flexible part feeding system is
indispensable.

In the automotive industry, part supply accounts for
20%–50% of production costs [2]. If some important parts
are not delivered in time, manufacturers will face a risk of
stopping the line, causing huge losses. And space between
stations is extremely narrow and cannot contain a large
amount of inventory. +erefore, an efficient parts supply
system needs to deliver required parts (type and quantity)
to right place (consumed station) in right way at right
time.
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In order to meet part requirements of mixed model
assembly line, frequent deliveries with small batch are be-
coming a trend recently. A new material supermarket was
introduced to promote just-in-time part supply for mixed
model assembly line in some manufacturers’ production
workshops. Material supermarket, instead of traditional
central warehouse, is directly located next to production line
for stacking parts. In amaterial supermarket, parts are sorted
and stored on the shelves for easy access. Material super-
market ensures the implementation of just-in-time part
supply strategy, which is thought to be the development of
manufacturing industry.

+e part feeding problem is an important part of pro-
duction logistics, which refers to the logistics process of
delivering the matched parts to the corresponding stations on
time and in accordance with the material requirements and
consumption of each station. +is study focuses part feeding
problem with material supermarket and some tow trains
located next to mixed model assembly line, comprehensively
considering the capacity of tow train and inventory of as-
sembly stations, and makes decisions on the quantity of tow
trains and schedule of each tour and loading parts type, such
that the stations never starve for parts while also minimizing
line-side inventory. +e remainder of this study is structured
as follows. In Section 2, an overview of part supply literature is
presented. Section 3 describes the optimization problem in
detail and gives relevant conditions and assumptions. In
Section 4, according to the defined parameters and variables, a
mixed integer linear programming model with the objective
to minimize the quantity of vehicles and the inventory of
assembly stations is established. Considering complexity of
actual production, a heuristic algorithm for solving large-scale
problem instances is designed in Section 5. In Section 6, the
feasibility and effectiveness of the model and algorithm are
verified by comparison with traditional periodic delivery.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the study and extends new re-
search direction.

2. Literature Review

Faced with complex and diverse parts in workshop, many
practitioners and scholars have conducted extensive re-
search on their supply. Kilic and Boysen reviewed the
problem of assembly line parts supply. Kilic paid attention to
three aspects such as parts storage, parts transportation, and
feeding policy and focused on objectives and solutions of
feeding policy [3]. Boysen et al. detailed the elementary
process steps of part logistics in automotive industry and
specified important decision-making problems and research
challenges in each specific step [4].

Due to the limited space in workshop, many automa-
nufacturers are using material supermarkets in order to
achieve small batch supply consistent with just-in-time part
supply principle. Battini described the concept of material
supermarket in detail and divided it into fishbone super-
market, single-line supermarket, and multiline supermarket.
He also carried out literature research on basic decision-
making problems that occurred when implementing ma-
terial supermarkets and solved the location problem of

supermarket in production environment with multiple
parallel assembly lines [1, 5, 6].

+e part supply process with material supermarket
concept amounts to a complicated assignment where several
related decisive problems have to be solved:

(i) Number and location of material supermarkets and
the assembly line supplied by each supermarket

(ii) Quantity of tow trains per material supermarket and
the route of each tow train

(iii) +e schedule of each tow train to supply parts on its
route

(iv) +e bins to be loaded in each tour of a tow train

In spite of material supermarket and tow train wide-
spread application in the automobile, there are only a few
literatures definitely dealing with the above problems. Emde
and Boysen consider the problem: (i) they discuss the op-
timal number and placement of supermarkets on the shop
floor and present a mathematical model to be solved by
using the dynamic programming algorithm [7]. Emde et al.
researched the loading problem (iv), which aims at mini-
mizing inventory while avoiding part shortages given the
limited capacity of tow trains [8].

Diversification of demand exacerbates complexity and
uncertainty of manufacturing environment. Facing a large
variety of parts, whether they can be delivered on time will
directly affect smooth of production. +erefore, it is nec-
essary to design a part supply route, optimize the vehicle
quantity (ii), and make schedule for each tour (iii).

Vaidyanathan first proposed a mathematical model of
just-in-time distribution of vehicle route (ii) and assigned the
same route to vehicle by assuming a constant demand rate so
that a vehicle continuously and repeatedly served during
planning horizon [9]. Choi and Lee estimated the con-
sumption rate of parts and analyzed distribution sequence of
various parts to form a distribution route, with an improved
vehicle route method [10]. Emde comprehensively considered
the routing and scheduling problems of vehicles, decides
partition, and seeks the optimal route through reasonable
division of distribution vehicles and supply stations [11]. Rao
et al. considered a single vehicle and decided the target station
and driving route of a delivery vehicle according to assembly
sequence so that the total delivery and inventory costs are
minimized [12]. Different from vehicle routing problem, the
optimization of part supply route in assembly workshop is not
simply to visit each demand point. It not only needs to meet
just-in-time part supply requirements but also should control
production cost reasonably. In terms of the quantity of de-
livery vehicles, based on assumptions and constraints in real
cases, Fathi proposed an integer programming model, which
aims to use theminimumquantity of vehicles to transport raw
materials on assembly line [13]. Golz et al. developed a two-
stage heuristic decomposition procedure to select paths from
predefined sets andminimize the number of drivers; however,
it did not establish a normative mathematical model [14].

+e scheduling problem of tow trains (iii) in most
studies has focused on establishing an appropriate delivery
time window or directly using a periodic delivery method.
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Muller studied the vehicle scheduling problemwith soft time
windows, considered penalty function that violates time
window, and used a two-stage heuristic algorithm to cal-
culate approximate solution of the Pareto optimal solution
[15]. Zhong et al. considered the problem of rolling stock
scheduling with maintenance requirements, and the opti-
mized schedules lead to a reduction in operating cost [16].
+e periodic delivery method means that a vehicle is
transported at the same time interval. Schneider and Emde
first minimize the quantity of vehicles and then minimize
total route duration so that vehicles with capacity can pe-
riodically execute their assigned routes, but the quantity of
parts loaded is not clearly resolved [17]. Zhang et al. in-
troduced an extended time-space network construct for the
cyclic train timetabling problem [18]. Kilic et al. put forward
that it is important to send materials to stations periodically.
With a purpose of reducing work-in-process and trans-
portation costs, they developed a periodic material trans-
portation model for vehicle operation [19]. Fathi et al.
assumed that material handling occurred periodically at the
same time interval, by introducing heuristic algorithms to
find the optimal loading and parts supply sequence for a
vehicle [20]. Emde and Gendreau analyzed the cyclic dis-
tribution of vehicles and solved the problem of scheduling
and loading of vehicles with predefined routes [21]. Fathi
solved the scheduling problem more directly, allowing
transportation tours to be deleted in a fixed schedule,
minimizing the number of tours and inventory levels [22].
Periodic delivery, using same time interval, simplifies the
vehicle scheduling problem, which makes vehicle less flex-
ible and unable to obtain a lower inventory. A summary of
relevant literature is shown in Table 1.

At present, the competition situation of automobile
manufacturing industry is becoming increasingly fierce. +e
key for enterprises to reduce production cost is to establish
efficient material distribution system, reduce unnecessary
waste in the production process, and optimize and improve
the production logistics process. Boysen et al. decided on the
number of logistics workers for part feeding to minimize
distribution costs [23]. Emde and Gendreau tackled the part
supply problem so that the stations never lack parts while
minimizing line-side inventory [21]. Accorsi et al. provided a
decision-support system for part supply to achieve total
travel distance and save costs [24]. Zhou and Shen con-
sidered energy consumption and proposed an energy-effi-
cient scheduling method to reduce material distribution
costs [25]. And Qiu et al. also investigate the energy con-
sumption of AGVs, finding an optimization route to de-
crease the energy consumption [26].

Although previous studies focused on the part supply
problem, material supermarket and tow train have been used
for part supply. +is study differs from existing literature in
three ways. First, the part supply model with material su-
permarket in this article considers the quantity of vehicles
(ii), schedule of each tour (iii), and type of parts loaded per
tour (iv) simultaneously. But most of researches solved only
one or two of the four related decision problems. Second,
when involving schedule of tours, most studies are devoted
to use a periodic delivery method.+is study finds out a just-

in-time part supply method which could make the schedule
of each tour with the shortest parts storage time. As a result,
the inventory cost and operating cost are resonably reduced.
+ird, according to the characteristics of part feeding
problems, we design a heuristic algorithm for solving large-
scale problems, which can obtain satisfactory solutions to
problems in a short time.

3. Problem Description

Material supermarkets are decentralized logistics areas
which factory used for storing raw material, finished
product, and semimanufactured products. Many manu-
facturers begin to use material supermarket for frequent
small batch supply in order to realize just-in-time part
supply principle. Parts from suppliers are transported to
workshop by industrial trucks and then stored in material
supermarket. +e delivery of parts to production line is
carried out by small tow trains. +e layout of an assembly
line is shown in Figure 1. Material supermarket is located
near assembly line, containing a number of tow trains that
supply parts for stations of assembly line. A tow train is
loaded in material supermarket with bins of parts; then, it
sets off to visit some stations that lie on its predefined route.
When tow train arrived at the storage location of each part, it
will unload part bins and recycle empty bins. Once it has
accomplished this tour, it will return to material super-
market. When a new delivery tour is generated, tow train
performs picking operation, and it will be waiting until the
best time to transport part bins to stations. In this material
supermarket with tow trains distribution system, part re-
quirements can be obtained through product sequence and
make decisions on the number of tow trains, schedule of
each tour, and loading parts type; therefore, the stations
never starve for parts while minimizing line-side inventory.

According to literature of part supply [11], to precisely
describe the part feeding problem, some assumptions are
introduced as follows:

(1) All tow trains parked in the material supermarket are
perfect and trouble-free equipment. Tow train travels
at a uniform speed on its route, and travel time is
constant, regardless of the acceleration and decel-
eration processes.

(2) Parts are packaged in standard bins. Tow train loads
part bins in material supermarket and unloads part
bins at station. It requires a certain loading and
unloading time. Loading and unloading times for
one bin of different parts are the same.

(3) Once departed from material supermarket, a tow
train will always cycle through all stations on its
route without interruption. It is not permitted for a
tow train to give up some or all tasks in process of
transportation.

(4) Capacity of tow train is limited. +e number of part
bins loaded each tour cannot exceed its capacity. For
each part, only one bin can be loaded in each tour. In
addition, repeated loading is not allowed.
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(5) To avoid congestions in the narrow aisles, stations on
a tow train’s route are always consecutive and served
in the flow direction of the assembly line.

According to customer’s personalized order, the as-
sembly sequence for a given assembly planning period can
be known in advance. Models enter stations where some
assembly workers assemble them and consume corre-
sponding parts. +e type and quantity of parts consumed for
each model is obtained from bill of materials (BOMs).
+erefore, according to assembly sequence of this planning
period, the total parts requirements of each station can be
determined. Parts are packaged in standard bins and loaded
onto tow trains to transport to stations.

For example, three different models M1, M2, and M3
need to be assembled on a mixed model assembly line.
Five different parts P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 are consumed in
stations. BOM is shown in Table 2. Depending on cus-
tomer orders, the total demand for models is to be satisfied
by the following given production sequence:<2, 3, 1, 1, 3,
and 2>. Part requirements of each cycle during the as-
sembly planning period can be calculated, which are
shown in Table 3. Assuming that bin capacities of each
part is 4, 3, 5, 3, and 5, respectively, it can be calculated
that bin demand of P1 and P2 is 2 and bin demand of P3,
P4, and P5 is 1. Bin demand for each cycles can be found in
Table 4. According to required time of each part, it is
necessary to arrange vehicles so that time for each part to

Table 1: Summary of related literature.

Researchers
Decision problem Delivery

strategy Methodology

Number and location
of supermarket

Number and route
of tow trains Scheduling Loading JIT Periodic Exact Heuristic Metaheuristic

Emde and Boysen
[7] ✓ ✓ ✓

Emde et al. [8] ✓ ✓ ✓
Vaidyanathan [9] ✓ ✓ ✓
Choi and Lee [10] ✓ ✓
Emde [11] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Rao et al. [12] ✓ ✓ GA and SA
Fathi [13] ✓ ✓
Golz et al. [14] ✓ ✓ ✓
Muller [15] ✓ ✓
Schneider and
Emde [17] ✓ ✓ LNS

Zhang et al. [18] ✓ ✓ ✓
Kilic et al. [19] ✓ ✓ ✓
Fathi et al. [20] ✓ ✓ ✓ PSO
Emde and
Gendreau [21] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

JIT, just-in-time; GA, genetic algorithm; SA, simulated annealing; LNS, large neighborhood search; PSO, particle swarm optimization.
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Figure 1: Layout of part supply with material supermarket.
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arrive at stations is as close as possible to the time
consumed.

Consequently, during the given assembly planning pe-
riod, taking into account capacity of vehicle and inventory of
station, in order to solve the part feeding problem, this study
tackles the following three decision problem simultaneously:

(i) Determine the optimal quantity of vehicles. In
practice, every supermarket will have three to five
tow trains for part supply. When a tow train is
assigned to visit stations, it will generate operating
cost. If there are not enough tow trains for part
supply, part shortages can lead to line-stoppages.
But too many tow trains will increase production
costs. +erefore, determining the minimum num-
ber of vehicles is essential.

(ii) Decide on the schedule of tow trains to execute each
tour. While the optimal number of tow trains is
decided, each tow train will carry out some tours.
When material shortage takes place, manufacturers
will face a risk of stopping the line, causing huge
losses and assembly workers being idle. So, each tow
train’s delivery schedule for supplying parts need to
be determined.

(iii) Determine the type of parts loaded per tour. Based
on part requirements of stations and consumption
time, in order to maintain minimum inventory, it is
indispensable to decide bins to be loaded each tour
of a tow train.

4. Mixed Integer Linear Programming Model

+is study tackles part supply problem of mixed model
assembly line. Different from a scheduling model that uses

fixed time intervals, according to the number of tours, a just-
in-time vehicle scheduling model is established with goal of
minimizing the quantity of vehicles and the inventory of
assembly stations. +e model ensures that vehicle completes
delivery task without shortage of parts, and it makes storage
time of each part as short as possible, thus reducing in-
ventory of stations. It is beneficial to reduce production
management costs.

According to the total demand of part bins and tow train
capacity, the minimum number of tours N can be calculated
as

N � ⌈
P

p�1


M

m�1

Bpm − h0p

C · Qp

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⌉. (1)

To describe the model, the following symbol definitions
are given:

(1) Sets and indices

P: set of parts
N: set of tours
M: set of cycles
K: set of vehicles
p: part index, p ∈ P

n: tour index, n ∈ N

m: cycle index, m ∈M

k: vehicle index, k ∈ K

(2) Parameters

Qp: number of parts in a bin
ct: work cycle of assembly line
T: driving time it takes for a tow train to make a full
tour
l: time it takes for a tow train to load a bin in
supermarket
r: time it takes for a tow train to unload a bin at
station
Bpm: demand of part p in cycle m
C: maximum capacity (in number of bins) that can
be loaded onto a tow train
tp: driving time it takes for a tow train to drive from
supermarket to part p
h0p: initial inventory for part p at beginning of the
first tour
t0: time when material delivery schedule starts
te: time when material delivery schedule ends
G: big enough integer
g: small enough integer

(3) Decision variables

yk: binary variable: 1, if tow train k uses; 0, otherwise
Ynk: binary variable: 1, if tour n is performed by tow
train k; 0, otherwise
tnk: start time for tow train k to perform tour n
t ńpk: delivery time for tow train k to transported
part p in tour n
Xnp: binary variable: 1, if part p is carried in tour n;
0, otherwise

Table 2: Bill of material (BOM).

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
M1 1 1 1 0 1
M2 1 0 0 1 1
M3 1 1 1 0 0

Table 3: Demand of parts per cycle.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
P5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

Table 4: Demand of bins per cycle.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
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Hmp: inventory of part p after cycle m
Dnp: total consumption of part p in tour n
znmp: binary variable: 1, if cycle m starts assembly
when part p is transported in tour n; 0, otherwise
umnp: binary variable: 1, if tour n transports part p
arrived at cycle m; 0, otherwise
enmp: binary variable: 1, if tour n transports part p in
cycle m; 0, otherwise

(4) MILP model

MinZ1 � 
K

k�1
yk, (2)

Min Z2 � 
M

m�1


P

p�1
Hmp, (3)

Hmp � h0p + 
N

j�1
enmp ∗Qp − 

m

i�1
Bpi,

∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, m ∈M,

(4)



P

P�1
Xnp ≤C, ∀n ∈ N, (5)

Ynk ≤yk, ∀n ∈ N, k ∈ K, (6)



N

n�1
Ynk ≥yk, ∀k ∈ K, (7)



K

k�1
Ynk � 1, ∀n ∈ N, (8)

G 2 − Yn′k
− Ynk  + tn′k

≥ tnk + T + r∗
P

p�1
Xnp

+ l∗
P

p�1
Xn′p

, ∀n, n′∈ N, n′ ≥ n, k ∈ K,

(9)

tnk ≥ t0 , ∀n ∈ N, k ∈ K, (10)

tnk ≤ te, ∀n ∈ N, k ∈ K, (11)

tnkp
′ � tnk + tp + r∗

p

q�1
Xnq, ∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, k ∈ K,

(12)

Dnp � 
M

m�1
Bpm ∗ znmp, ∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, (13)

m∗ ct − t
’
nkp ≤ 1 − zn(m+1)p ∗G,

∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, m ∈M − 1, k ∈ K,
(14)

tnkp
′ − m∗ ct + g≤ zn(m+1)p ∗G,

∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, m ∈M − 1, k ∈ K,
(15)

ct − tnkp
′ ≤ 1 − zn(1)p ∗G,

∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, k ∈ K,
(16)

tnkp
′ − ct + g≤ zn(1)p ∗G,

∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, k ∈ K,
(17)

m∗ ct − tnkp
′ + g≤ unmp ∗G,

∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, m ∈M, k ∈ K,
(18)

tnkp
′ − m∗ ct≤ 1 − unmp ∗G,

∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, m ∈M, k ∈ K,
(19)

2enmp ≤Xnp + unmp, ∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, m ∈M, (20)

1 + enmp ≥Xnp + unmp, ∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, m ∈M, (21)

h0p + 
n−1

j�1
Qp ∗Xjp − Dnp ≥ 0, ∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, (22)

h0p + 
N

n�1
Qp ∗Xnp − 

M

m�1
Bpm ≥ 0, ∀n ∈ N, p ∈ P, m ∈M.

(23)

Objective function (2) shows that the minimum number
of tow trains is the primary objective, and objective function
(3) shows that the minimization of total inventory at stations
is the secondary objective. +is is a two-stage progress to
solve the model; the first obtain solutions satisfying all
constraints that optimize the primary objective. +en, the
minimization of secondary objective is restricted on the
optimal solution space of the primary objective. Constraint
(4) represents inventory of part p after m cycle. Constraint
(5) ensures that tow train is not overloaded. Constraint (6)
enforces that the number of tow train used per tour does not
exceed the maximum value of available vehicles, and (7)
states that when a tow train used in part supply, it at least
delivery one tour. Constraint (8) ensures that only one tow
train can be used for each tour, and constraint (9) defines
that when the same tow train is carried out at two different
tours, adjacent transport time cannot overlap. Constraints
(10) and (11) define the schedule of each tour including start
time and end time. Constraint (12) calculates delivery time
of tow train k transports part p in tour n. Constraints
(13)–(17) calculate the total consumption of part p at time of
tour n. In just-in-time distribution, because the start time of
each tour is a decision variable, it is necessary to use binary
variable znmp to determine the range of cycles at which tour
n is delivered. +us, it could obtain total consumption of
part p in tour n. Constraints (18)–(21) ensure that part p is
available at cyclem, and Xnp and unmp are used to determine
the range of enmp. Constraint (22) ensures that the number of
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all parts after the last tour has been able to maintain con-
sumption before next tour. Constraint (23) allows the total
number of transport parts and initial inventory to meet the
total number of parts required to assemble product.

5. Heuristic Algorithm

With the expansion of part supply problem, it is more
difficult to solve the mathematical model. +e default solver
and exact solution tool can only find the optimal solution for
small-scale problems in a limited time. Hence, in order to
solve large-sized practical problems, a heuristic algorithm
needs to be developed. Based on the optimal number of
vehicles, a tow train is arranged to perform a delivery tour.
Each tow train’s delivery schedule and part bins to be loaded
per tour need to be determined.

According to the characteristics of the just-in-time de-
livery problem, the design of the heuristic algorithm in this
paper is reasonable and could obtain satisfactory solutions to
the part feeding problem in a short time and shows superior
performance.+e heuristic algorithm in this paper simulates
the production process and consists of four main steps:
calculate shortage point, arrange initial tour, tow train al-
location, and transport start time coordination. Firstly, input
number of cycles, calculate the total demand of parts, and
obtain the minimum number of tours, according to pro-
duction time; hence, it will decide an initial quantity of tow
trains and then determine each tow train’s initial schedule
and part bins to be loaded per tour. Next, each tour will allot
to a tow train; if tow train does not have enough time to
delivery, the initial schedule of tow train needs to adjust until
finding right start time or to increase a new tow train. Fi-
nally, on the basis of right schedule and part bins to be
loaded, calculate the total inventory. +e heuristic algorithm
flow chart is shown in Figure 2.

5.1. Calculate Shortage Point. According to the number of
cycles, types, and quantities of parts that need to be
transported during assembly, a planning period can be
obtained. In order to prevent the occurrence of parts
shortage, consumption changes in each part should be
recorded, and then, the shortage point of each part could be
determined.

First step: input number of cycles (M) and determine the
type of parts to be transported and the number of bins; it is
easy to calculate the total number of bins (W) as follows:

W � ⌈
P

P�1
Dp − h0p /Qp⌉. (24)

Second step: according to part type (P), record changes
in part consumption. And calculate the time point when
each part is used up and the next point in time when a part
used is the shortage point (Ops). For parts requiring multiple
bins, it is necessary to calculate numerous shortage points
(Ops). Ops represents the shortage point s of part p. It is also
the latest delivery time of part p. If the arrival time exceeds
this time, parts shortage will occur.

5.2. Arrange Initial Tour. According to type of parts to be
transported, the minimum number of tours (N), and limit
capacity of tow train, two decisions need to be solved in
arranging initial tour. It is important to determine type of
parts and start time for each tour.

First step: determine type of parts. Sort shortage point
(Ops) in ascending order. Because the capacity limit of
tow train is C, the type of parts should not exceed the
capacity C at each tour. Determine part type for each tour
in turn.

Second step: determine the start time of each tour.
According to the shortage point of each part (Ops), driving
time from supermarket to part p (tp), and unloading time of
part bins (R), it is efficient to obtain latest start time (Snp) by
using backward induction, Snp �Ops − tp −R, and then, ob-
tain start time of each tour, tn �min{Snp}. Starting from this
time, all parts will not be out of stock during the tour. And it
can make the time for part to arrive at stations as close as
possible to the time it consumes. Calculate the end time of
tour, En � tn+R+T. R is the total time for unloading all part
bins in one tour, Snp is the start time of tour n based on part
p, and En is the end time of tour n.

5.3. Tow Train Allocation. After determining type of parts
and start time of each tour, it is necessary to make decisions
on the number of tow trains to be distributed. +e indis-
pensable step is to ensure that tow train completes all the
tours through reasonable planning.

First step: calculate the number of tow trains (K). +e
total production time (te) can be obtained by the number of
cycles (M) and cycle time (ct) of assembly planning period.
+en, an initial number of tow trains can be calculated
according to the following equation:

K � ⌈N/
M∗ ct

T + R + L
 ⌉. (25)

Second step: tow train transport allocation. Sort the
start time (tn) in ascending order, so it could obtain an
array of new start time. Split new start time array into same
small arrays as the number of tow trains. Get a new start
time (tnk) and end time (Enk) by tow train k. Enk is the end
time when tow train k performs tour n. For example, if the
number of tow trains is 2, array of start time for sorting is
divided into odd and even columns. Odd column is
arranged for the first tow train to be transported, and even
column is arranged for the second tow train. +rough this
allocation method, the interval between two tours per-
formed by the same tow train is increased, and the pos-
sibility of shortage is reduced.

5.4. Transport Start Time Coordination. After tow train
transport allocation, an overlapping tour may generate, and
it is essential to coordinate overlapping tour start time.

First step: judge overlapping tour according to tow
train. Overlapping refers to two tours performed by the
same tow train. +e current tour has not ended yet, but the
next tour start time has been reached, En−1k > tnk.
According to the result of the tow train allocation process,

Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 7



the start time and end time of tour n performed by tow
train k can be obtained. Calculate the number of over-
lapping tours by tow train and output the serial number of
overlapping tours.

Second step: transport start time coordination. Search
the last two overlapping tours according to a tow train. It is
required to ensure that the last start time does not change.
Obtain start time of its previous tour by using a backward
induction, tn−1k � tnk −T− L−R. If the conditions are met tn-
1k − L>En-2k, it will complete tour coordination. Otherwise,
obtain start time of tour tn-2k by using backward induction
until the condition is met; then, coordination is completed.
Next, find new overlapping tours for coordination until all
overlapping tours are coordinated, tnk − tn−1k>�T+ L+R.

Update coordinated start time tnk. L is the total time for
loading all part bins in one tour.

+ird step: increase the number of tow trains. Output
coordinated tnk in the second step; if tnk< 0, it indicates that
start time is negative. Since the current number of tow trains
is too small to complete all tours, it is essential to increase the
number of tow trains. +en, perform tow train allocation
process again until appropriate start time (tnk) is found. In
this process, if the number of tow trains does not need to
increase, that is, the initial number of tow trains is the
smallest number of vehicles. When it is necessary to increase
the number of tow trains, it means that the initial number of
vehicles cannot complete all the tours, and the increased
number of tow trains is the near optimal number of vehicles.

Calculate shortage point Arrange initial tour 
Tow train allocation

Transport start time coordination

Generate minimum 
number of tours (N)Get the total number 

of part bins (W)

Initial number of tow 
train (K)

Part shortage 
point (Ops) sorting

Start time in terms of 
P (Snp)

tn = min {Snp}

Record tn, End time
En

Transport start 
time (Snp) sorting

Generate each tow 
train number (k)

Tour assignment of 
tow train k

Record each tow 
train's start time tnk

and end time Enk

tnk – tn–1k < T + L + R

Record overlapping 
tour (tnk)

tn–1k = tnk – T – L – R

tn–1k – L > En–2k

Backward 
induction (tn–2k)

New overlapping 
tour (tnk)

coordination
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Record all 
coordinated tnk

tnk < 0 
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Calculate inventory
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No
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Number of 
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Input total parts 
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and tour time

Start time 
sequence
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Figure 2: Flow chart of heuristic algorithm.
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6. Computational Study

6.1. Instance Generation. +ree different models (M1, M2,
andM3) are assembled on a mixed model assembly line of a
car manufacturer. +ere is a material supermarket next to
assembly line. It has four tow trains that can service six
stations (S1 ∼ S6) along line. In this area, the assembly
process requires fourteen different parts that can be supplied
by tow trains. Each part at the station has an initial in-
ventory. According to customer’s order, assembly sequence
is known in advance so that logistics worker can pick part
bins. At the beginning of production, three models are
successively assembled on stations according to model se-
quence. +e cycle time is 72 seconds. Tow train loads part
bins in supermarket, and the loading time for a bin is
37 seconds, waiting until appropriate time to carry out
delivery task. It travels at a constant speed of 3m/s on a
predefined route. When tow train passes through storage
location of each part, it will unload corresponding part bins
and then return to supermarket after completing delivery
task; the unloading time for a bin is 43 seconds. Table 5
shows the bill of materials for three models, distance for tow
train to drive from supermarket to part p (D), and number of
parts in a bin (Qp).

6.2. Computational Results. In order to tackle the mathe-
matical model, we used a default solver, namely, CPLEX.
And the maximum run time was set to 3600 seconds.
Heuristic algorithm for just-in-time delivery is implemented
in Java. All programs run on a computer configured as an
Intel® Core™ i7-8550U CPU processor and 8.00GB of
RAM. On the strength of changes in the number of pro-
duction cycles, instances were generated with different
scales. Small scales were 17 to 60 cycles, medium scales were
60 to 100 cycles, and when number of cycles exceeded 100, it
would be a big-scale problem. When solving with CPLEX,
firstly, we will get the minimum number of tow trains. +en,
the minimum number of tow trains will be used as a pa-
rameter to further solve the mathematical model to obtain
the minimum inventory. To evaluate computational per-
formance of our proposed heuristic algorithm, it was pitted
against CPLEX in small scales. Also, we compared the
heuristic algorithm with genetic algorithm. During the as-
sembly planning period, the number of parts to be delivered
is coded as a chromosome by means of real number
encoding. Decode chromosomes with parts sequences to
obtain the number of tow trains and transportation scheme
and calculate the inventory. +e selection process uses a
combination of elite retention strategies and roulette. +e

crossing process adopts single-point crossover. +rough
selection, crossover, and mutation, the optimal solution or
approximate optimal solution is obtained after several it-
erations of optimization. In addition, results of just-in-time
delivery are compared with periodic delivery. Periodic de-
livery is a fixed schedule of delivery vehicles on account of
number of production cycles during the assembly planning
period. +e start time for tow train k to perform tour n is
constant. +e periodic delivery interval t can be calculated
according to the following formula:

t � ⌊(M∗C)/⌈
P

P�1
Dp − h0p /Qp⌉⌋. (26)

+e calculation time and target value of the heuristic
algorithm, genetic algorithm, and CPLEX at C� 3 are shown
in Table 6.

As it can be seen from Table 6, for the instance in which
CPLEX can find optimal results in maximum run time, the
heuristic algorithm also can obtain optimal or approximate
optimal solutions in a short time, showing excellent per-
formance. +e optimal inventory solved by the heuristic
algorithm is slightly larger than CPLEX only for the problem
with 36 cycles and five tours. When objective function is set
to minimize the number of tow trains, the computational
complexity of the problem is reduced. Consequently, CPLEX
can get a minimum number of tow trains for more instances
during the maximum run time, but it failed to optimize
corresponding inventory. In comparison with solution time
of two modes of just-in-time delivery, the solution time of
the heuristic algorithm is less than four seconds, and a better
solution can be obtained to the problem in a short time
compared with CPLEX. As the number of cycles increases,
the advantage of the heuristic algorithm in solution time is
more obvious. When CPLEX solves the minimum number
of tow trains with 72 cycles, solution time has reached
1504.7 seconds and CPLEX cannot solve the optimal in-
ventory in maximum run time. It could use “——” to in-
dicate that. However, the heuristic algorithm only takes
0.71 seconds to solve the optimal inventory while obtaining
the minimum number of tow trains.

And the genetic algorithm also shows good performance
in small-scale problems. Comparing these two algorithms, it
is found that the heuristic algorithm is superior to the ge-
netic algorithm in both solving speed and solution quality in
almost all the instances except for 72 cycles and thirteen
tours. With expansion of the problem scale, although the
genetic algorithm can obtain smaller inventory, it has caused
an increase in the number of vehicles. And the minimum
number of tow trains is the primary objective, and the

Table 5: BOM of models.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14
M1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
M2 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
M3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
D/m 163 172 184 300 303 406 479 582 600 710 730 745 848 920
Qp 18 4 5 5 6 6 41 22 5 19 42 42 12 44
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increase in the number of vehicles will cause a substantial
increase in material distribution costs.

Making a comparison between two delivery methods,
each tour starts at the same interval in periodic delivery,
which simplifies decision on delivery time, and reduces
computational complexity, so CPLEX can solve larger-
scale instances. Due to calculation results, both delivery
methods can find the same minimum number of tow
trains. However, just-in-time delivery can reasonably
arrange tow train while obtaining the smallest tow train.
It can reduce line-side inventory and makes inventory
results significantly better than periodic delivery
strategies.

6.3. Result Analysis. +e average inventory level can be
calculated by averaging the inventory level under each cycle.
When capacity of tow train and number of tours are
changed, it could analyze the impact of different delivery
strategies on average inventory. +erefore, we set the tow
train capacity to 4 and 5 and calculate average inventory; the
line diagram is shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, when capacity of tow train is certain,
as the number of cycles increases, average inventory of
two delivery strategies shows a decreasing trend. Since
initial inventory is set to one bin of each part, production
can be maintained for a period of time, and initial in-
ventory is higher than average inventory. For this reason,
average inventory decreases significantly when increas-
ing the number of cycles in the early stage and then
appears as a relatively stable state. +e average inventory
performances of two delivery strategies under capacities
C=4 and 5 are similar to the results obtained by solving

the problem at C = 3. Average inventory of just-in-time
delivery is significantly less than that of periodic delivery,
which has more advantages in reducing inventory. In
periodic delivery, start time is fixed, and flexibility is
poor. It causes a large number of parts to be transported
to stations in advance, resulting in an increased
inventory.

+e impact of capacity on number of tow trains and
average inventory in just-in-time delivery strategy was an-
alyzed. +us, setting C� 3, 4, and 5, the result of required
number of tow trains and average inventory is shown in
Figures 4 and 5.

As the number of cycles increases, the number of tours
increases. It can be seen from Figure 4, the number of tow
trains for just-in-time delivery strategy under different ca-
pacities is increasing. However, tow train with capacity of 5
would require fewer than capacity of 3 or 4 in small-scale
instance. At the same number of cycles, the smaller the
capacity of tow train, the more the number of tours. Hence,
more frequent transport is required. In Figure 5, as capacity
of tow train increases, average inventory shows an increasing
trend. It is obvious to find that using a tow train with a
capacity of 3 can achieve a lower inventory in relation to a
capacity of 4 and 5, which is in accordance with the tendency
of using small batch to transport material. It can keep in-
ventory at a lower level. However, when the number of cycles
is small in early stage, more tow trains are needed when
capacity is 3 or 4. Consequently, according to number of
cycles, appropriate capacity should choose to complete
tours, which could reduce production costs by getting
minimum inventory while using minimum number of tow
trains.
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Figure 3: Average inventory of delivery strategies under different capacities of tow trains.
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+e analysis of results shows that parts are stored on the
line side for the shortest time by using the just-in-time
delivery strategy. It could ensure that tow train completes all
tours without shortage. In contrast to traditional periodic
delivery, it can effectively reduce inventory at stations.
Furthermore, capacity of tow train has a greater impact on
the number of tow trains and inventory levels. It is indis-
pensable to select reasonable capacity according to number
of cycles, thereby reducing costs of parts delivery.

7. Conclusions and Prospects

+is study mainly studies the problem of tow train sched-
uling to feed parts for mixed model assembly line. Based on
inventory of station and capacity of tow train, decisions of
number of tow trains, schedule of each tours, and type of
parts loaded per tour need to be made. Firstly, a just-in-time
delivery model is established with the primary goal of
minimizing the number of tow trains. +en, in view of the
minimum number of tow trains, schedule of each tours is
reasonably planned so that time at which parts arrive station
is as close as possible to consumption time, and inventory
level is lowered. As a result, a heuristic algorithm for
problems is designed for large-scale instances. In contrast
with traditional periodic delivery strategy, the results show
that just-in-time delivery has more advantages in reducing
inventory level. In just-in-time delivery strategy, different
capacity of tow train has a greater impact on inventory level,
and tow trains with small capacity can obtain lower in-
ventory levels, which is consistent with usingmultifrequency
and small-batch methods to transport materials.

At present, the concept of just-in-time delivery with a
material supermarket is applied in automobile manufacturing.
Although the just-in-time delivery model established in this
paper is very complicated, it also simplifies the actual material
scheduling problem. In actual assembly production, the tow
train breakdown and logistics space congestion will affect the
distribution process. At the same time, the vehicle driving
speed, loading, and unloading time also fluctuate. In future
research, we can consider further improving the mathematical
model from vehicle breakdown and logistics space congestion.
And we could alsomake improvement in algorithm in order to
adapt a more flexible delivery.
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